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in our fieldwork as a visiting scientist representing the
New Zealand Geological Survey.
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Cape Spirit mirabilite beds
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In January 1979, further mapping was carried out on
a large system of mirabilite beds on the Ross Ice Shelf

Figure 1. Location map of major mirablilte beds, McMurdo Sound region.
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800 meters north of Cape Spirit, Black Island (figure
1). The mirabilite beds, which are up to 1 meter thick,
lie in an area that is 1,250 meters long and 250 meters
wide. Tidal cracks parallel to the coastline of Black Is-

land have split the original bed laterally and new channel
systems formed along these tidal cracks have caused
large blocks of mirabilite to drift away from one another
(figure 2).
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Figure 2. Distribution of mirabilite beds near Cape Spirit, Black Island.
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Figure 3. Stratigraphy in the Cape Spirit mirabilite beds at sites 1-3 (figure 2).
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Site stratigraphy indicates that the mirabilite was de-
posited on a slightly irregular but horizontal ice surface
and that marine mud carried with the injection of these
sub-ice shelf brines to the shelf surface settled under the
mirabilite (figure 3). Up to 8 centimeters thick, this thin
band of basal mud, which contains marine diatom frag-
ments, contours the irregularities in the underlying ice
but is conformable with the salt beds themselves. The
salt beds are overlain by a mixture of boulder lag and
nonmarine algal mat. Nonmarine diatoms occur in both
the salt beds and the overlying algal mat, thereby sug-
gesting that the salt was precipitated from a surface ice
shelf lake after brines were injected from beneath the
ice shelf through crevasse systems (Brady, 1979).

The discovery of these large mirabilite beds on the
Ross Ice Shelf suggest that mirabilite beds at Cape Barne
(31 meters above sea level) and near the Hobbs Glacier
(up to 200 meters above sea level) were deposited by a
stagnant Ross Ice Shelf as it retreated from McMurdo
Sound after the last Wisconsin glaciation. These mira-
bilite deposits reflect ice shelf thicknesses, rather than
sea level heights as suggested by Dort and Dort (1972).

These beds also suggest that Ross Ice Shelf intrusions
into the dry valleys of southern Victoria Land (Denton

et al., 1968; Denton, Armstrong, and Stuiver, 1970;
Denton and Borns, 1974) may have carried such salt
beds and that these beds may have resulted in the spas-
modic injection of salts into those valleys as the Ross
glaciations retreated.

This research has been supported by National Science
Foundation grant DPP 74-2289A supervised by Peter
Noel Webb.
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Ross Sea glaciations: Events in
the Lower Victoria Valley
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The 1978-79 field season was used to continue the
1977-78 reexamination of the dry valleys areas re-
searched by Calkin (1971). The purpose of this reex-
amination was to determine the extent to which the
Lower Victoria Valley had been invaded from the sea-
ward side by ice of the Ross Sea glaciations (Denton,
1971) and, if it had been so invaded, to examine the
details of these events.

Harold W. Borns, Jr., Stephen A. Norton, Keith A.
Laskowski, and Michael L. Prentice, from the University
of Maine at Orono, concentrated their efforts in the
western section of the Lower Victoria Valley, including
the area around Lake Vida (the 1977-78 season had
been focused on the eastern end of the valley). They
spent 30 days primarily in the valley and, briefly, in ad-
jacent sections of the Olympus Range and Saint Johns
Range and in the Wilson Piedmont area.

Initial fieldwork generally supported the suggestion
by Calkin (1971) that, at its maximum, the Victoria
Lower Glacier had advanced westward about 8 kilo-
meters from its present terminus to the vicinity of Lake
Vida and, at a later time, had terminated approximately

6 kilometers west of its present terminus. However, re-
connaissance by the 1978-79 field party along the valley
primarily south and west of Lake Vida suggests that the
glacier had extended westward at least 15 kilometers
from its present terminus, where its deposits are overlain
by till deposited by a glacier advancing eastward (prob-
ably from the plateau at the western end of the valley).

In contrast, old drifts containing clasts (notably those
of Beacon sandstone) derived from the west are present
in several areas near the eastern end of Lake Vida. The
fact that they are overlain by drift derived from the east
indicates an out-of-phase relationship between glaciers
moving westward and those moving eastward in Victoria
Valley.

Crosscutting end and lateral moraines record several
glacial episodes for both the main Victoria Lower Glacier
and adjacent alpine glaciers. In addition, these deposits
indicate that there have been complex out-of-phase re-
lationships between the Victoria Lower Glacier and
many of the alpine cirque glaciers draining into the
Lower Victoria Valley, as exemplified by the drift rela-
tionships between the Victoria Lower Glacier and the
Packard Glacier. Assuming that the Ross Sea glaciations
were out of phase with the alpine glaciations in the
nearby Taylor Valley (Denton, 1971), similar relation-
ships are likely to have occurred in adjacent valleys if
they were invaded by Ross Sea glaciers.

Most of the clasts in the Lower Victoria Valley drift
appear to be locally derived (Calkin, 1971). However,
approximately 1 percçnt of this drift is composed of
scoreaceous olivine basalt clasts that are distributed
rather uniformly across and along the valley at least as
far as the western end of Lake Vida, according to the
field party's survey.
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